
ITINERARY :   4 Days / 3 Nights. 

DAY 1  

 At the time of arrival of the flight transfer Airport – Hotel – Airport. 

 FREE DAY. 
 

DAY 2  TOUR TO THE AMAZON RIVER (Full Day) : 

 09:30 am : Transfer to the river wharf from where the trip to our lodge begins. Sail on the Amazon, 

the world’s greatest river, onboard comfortable and safe boats. During the trip you will be able to 

see a marvelous panorama in which the magnificence of the Amazon makes its way through the 

exuberance of the jungle, where picturesque villages with their particular color and joy appear on 

the shores of the river. But on the way we make a stop to look for dolphins where Nanay river flows 

into the Amazon River.  

 Then, continue our trip down the Amazon, until gats Sinchicuy treek,  where a Yagua community has 

established. The Yaguas are one of the most ancient ethnic groups of the Amazon rainforest, 

discovered by Francisco de Orellana on his first Amazon River exploration. Visiting these friendly 

people will let you know their customs, see their unique apparel made of palm fibers and even try 

their “pucuna” or blowgun.  

 Then continue navigating to the Eco Lodge, Arrival in the Amazon Eco Tours & Lodge (35 km NE 

from Iquitos). Our native-style built lodge is surrounded by trees, plants and flowers, a true tropical 

garden where birds and butterflies are abundant. Where the Lunch is waiting,   

 After lunch. We get ready to navigate up stream to visit a Local village where we can find a fish farm 

to see and feed the Paiche (largest fresh  water fish), to see caiman and giant lilies pads (VICTORIA 

REGIAS).  

 Then continue navigating to Visit to a Rescue Center, Sanctuary of Amazonian animals where you 

will be able to see the famous Anaconda, boa constrictor, Matamata prehistoric turtle, alligators, 

some species of monkeys such as the spider monkey, the wooly monkey, capuchin monkey, some 

species of Sloth, and species of exotic birds such as toucan, macaws, etc.   

 After enjoy of a nice day navigating on the Amazon, we return back to Iquitos City.   

 Arrive into Iquitos and transfer to your hotel. 

Return:  After lunch.  

-Spanish).  Purified water. Available in the Lodge. 

 

 
    

DAY 3 :  TOUR TO BELEN FLOTING VILLAGE   (Half Day) 

 08:30 am : We will pick you up from your hotel to take the tour of the main attractions of this unique 

city founded in the nineteenth century and reached its peak during the time of the rubber industry. 

You will notice the beautiful mosaics and balconies brought from Europe to decorate the beautiful 

buildings and residences that once housed the prosperous inhabitants of the most representative 

city in the Amazon jungle of Peru. You can see the "Iron House" designed by the famous Gustave 



Eiffel and learn the interesting history of its building in the Plaza de Armas. You will visit the 

boardwalk of the city located on the banks of the Itaya River, and was built in the early twentieth 

century, during the golden age of rubber. The Malecon Tarapaca provides an attractive view of the 

river, the old mansions of the "rubber barons and the floating neighborhood of Belen. 

 Then, we will continue our journey towards the populous district of Belen, this striking and 

particular district of Iquitos is floating due to the flooding of the Itaya River, a tributary of the 

Amazon that bathes much of the area where it is located.  Here you can observe the houses 

are built on rafts and rafters remain moored to avoid displacement. Here we will take a canoe to 

navigate and get to know in said neighborhood.  It is unmissable navigate the river and enjoy 

the wonderful scenery.  The popular name is due for a very attractive feature because even 

very rustic and natural appearance.  Like any city, these houses have street are composed of 

wooden bridges that connect each dwelling.  According to this there are two areas in the 

district of Bethlehem, the upper area (away from the river), and lower (houseboats). Despite 

being called the Amazon Venice has no correlation with the real Venice Italian. 

 End of the tour and transfer to your hotel. The tour finished around 12:00 and 12:15 at noon. 
 

DAY 3 : TOUR TO PILPINTUWASI , NATIVES “LOS BORAS” AND SERPENTARIUM.  (Half Day) 

 13:30 pm : This same day after lunch (Not included) it will start the Transfer to Bellavista Nanay 

port, to continue sailing until reaching river the village of Padre Cocha where we visit the 

butterfly farm "Pilpintuwasi". There, we find 42 species of butterflies. Then we continue 

navigating the river Momon, up to the Community Native "Boras" where we will know their 

custom (art, folklore, clothing, language. 

 After this we will continue navigating or sailing by the river Momon to the tour Serpentarium, 

when we arrived , we will see snakes like anacondas, ocelots, different kinds of turtles, sloths, etc. 

Following the tour, after enjoying a nice day sailing the Nanay and Momon rivers , begin the 

return to the city of Iquitos. Return to Iquitos.  

 Transfer to your hotel approximately at 16:50. 
 

DAY 4 : 

 At the time indicated by passengers , transfer from the hostel to the airport. 

 End of the tour. 


